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Summary.  Consider the stationary sequence X1 = G(Z1), X2 = G(Z2), . . . ,  
where G( 9 ) is an arbitrary Borel function and Z1,Z2,... is a mean-zero sta- 
tionary Gaussian sequence with covariance function r(k)= E(Z1Zk+I) satisfy- 
ing r(0)  = 1 and E ~1  I r ( k ) l  m < oc, where, with I{  9 } denoting the indicator 
function and F (  9 ) the continuous marginal distribution function of  the se- 
quence {X~}, the integer m is the Hermite rank o f  the family {I{G( - ) -< x} - 
F (x ) :  x C IR}. Let Fn( 9 ) be the empirical distribution function o f  X1 . . . . .  Xn. 
We prove that, as n--+ oc, the empirical process nl/2{F,( 9 ) - F (  9 )} con- 
verges in distribution to a Gaussian process in the space @ [ - e c ,  oc]. 
Mathematics Subject Classification (1991)." 60F17, 62G30 
1 Introduction 
Let Z be a standard normal random variable. I f  H : IR ~+ IR is a Borel mea- 
surable function such that E(H(Z))= 0 and E(H2(Z)) < oc, and Hk(y):= 
(--1)%Y2/2dke-y2/2/dyk, y E IR, k = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  denotes the kth Hermite poly- 
nomial, then H ( .  ) admits the Fourier-Hermite expansion H ( y ) =  
cx) ! N~=m(H)JkHk(y)/k., y E 1R, in the weighted y 2  space 5P2(lR,~o), where 
~0( 9 ) is the standard normal density, Jk :=  E(Hk(Z)H(Z)), and the integer 
m(H) C N,  the Hermite rank of  H(  9 ), is the index of  the first non-zero co- 
efficient &, k ~ N.  (Since we assume that E(H(Z)) = 0, we have Jo = 0.) 
Let, throughout this paper, Z1, Z2 . . . .  be a stationary Gaussian sequence with 
E ( Z 1 ) = 0 ,  E ( Z 2 ) = I  and r(k):=E(Z1Zk+l), k E N .  (1.1) 
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Assuming that H(  9 ) is as above and that the sequence {r(k)}~_ l is regu- 
larly varying at infinity with index - ~ ,  where 0 < c~ < 1, Dobrushin and Major 
[5] and Taqqu [11] have shown that under the long-range dependence condi- 
tion m(H)~ < 1, so that ~ = k=l Ir(k)[ re(H) oo, the suitably normed partial-sum 
process based on the sequence H(Z1 ) ,H(Z2), . . .  converges in distribution to 
the so-called Hermite process Ym(H)( " ) of rank re(H). Here YI( 9 ) is frac- 
tional Brownian motion, but the processes I12( 9 ), Y3( 9 ) , . . .  are no longer 
Gaussian. On the other hand, not assuming the regular variation of {r(k)}~__ 1 
and citing earlier references, Breuer and Major [2] and Giraifis and Surgailis 
[7] have independently shown that under the natural short-range dependence 
condition that ~=1  [r(k)l re(H) < ~o, the asymptotic behavior of  the partial-sum 
process, based on H(Z1), H(Z2) . . . .  , is qualitatively the same as in weakly de- 
pendent situations. Namely, the required norming is the traditional x/~, and the 
finite-dimensional distributions of the process converge to those of a Gaussian 
process. 
Consider now an arbitrary Borel measurable function G : ]R H IR, and let 
X I : : G ( Z 1 ) ,  X 2 : = G ( Z 2 ) , . . .  , and F ( x ) : = P { G ( Z ) < x } ,  x E I R .  
(1.2) 
-1  ~ I { X k  < Let I{ 9 } denote the indicator function and set Fn(x):= n Y'k=l = 
x} for the nth empirical distribution function of the subordinated sequence 
X, oo { k}k=l, so that 
F , ( x ) - F ( x ) =  1 = ~ [I{Xk < x } - - Y ( x ) ] =  nk=l 
(1.3) 
where, with rn(Dx) E N as the Hermite rank of the function D~( 9 ), again in 
~P2 (JR, (p), 
nx("  ) : = G x ( "  ) - F ( x ) : = I { G ( "  ) < x } - F ( x )  
J~(x) ~ , 
= E 11kt" ), x e l R ,  (1.4) 
k=m(Dx ) 
where Jk(x)= E(Hk(Z)Dx(Z))= E(Hk(Z)Gx(Z)) for all k E N. Finally, the 
Hermite rank of the family {Dx( 9 ): x E IR} of functions is defined as 
m : = m i n { m ( D x ) : x E S y } E N ,  where S F : = { x c I R : O  < F ( x )  < 1}. 
(1.5) 
Complementing the results for partial sums under long-range dependence, 
Dehling and Taqqu [3] have proved that under the same condition of regular 
variation and ma < 1, so that Z ~ k=l lr(k)] m = oo, the suitably normed empirical 
process F~( 9 ) - F(  9 ) converges in distribution in the space ~ [ - e o ,  oo] to a 
degenerate process J~( 9 )Ym(1)/m!. Such an asymptotic behavior is of  course 
strikingly different from that in independent or weakly dependent situations. 
Here and in what follows, ~ [ - o c ,  oo] denotes the non-separable metric space of 
all real functions defined on [ -oc ,  oc] that are right-c0ntinuous everywhere in 
{ - o o }  U ]R and have left-side limits everywhere in IR U {oc} such that the dis- 
tance of g,h E ~ [ - o c ,  oc] is sup{lg(x ) - h(x)l: x E { - c o }  U IR U {oc}}. Con- 
vergence in distribution, denoted by ---+, in this space is meant with respect 
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to the a-algebra generated by the set of open balls for this metric. The space 
~[0, 1] and weak convergence in N[0, 1] is defined analogously, and cs 1] 
is the subspace of ~[0, 1] consisting of continuous functions. Unspecified con- 
vergence relations are meant as n ---+ ec. 
Our aim is to round off the study by proving that under the natural analogue 
of the Breuer-Major [2] and Giraitis-Surgailis [7] condition of short-range de- 
pendence, condition (2.1) below, the empirical process x/~[Fn( 9 ) - F ( .  )] 
converges in distribution in ~ [ -oo ,  ec] to a Gaussian process. The theorem 
in the next section complements the results for partial sums under short-range 
dependence in the Gaussian subordination model (1.1)-(1.5) exactly as the 
Dehling and Taqqu [3] convergence theorem complements those under long- 
range dependence. The proof is separated in a third section, following a dis- 
cussion. We point out among others that the arising limiting process is the 
same as in the case of weak dependence defined by various mixing conditions 
on the sequence {Xk}k~l, even though no form of mixing is assumed here, as 
obtained in Theorem 22.1 of Billingsley [1], Sen [9], Deo [4] and Gastwirth 
and Rubin [6]. 
2 The result and discussion 
Consider the set-up and notation in (1.1) and (1.2)-(1.5). No condition of 
regular variation is required for the covariances r( 9 ). 
Theorem. Suppose that F (  9 ) is continuous and the sequence {r(k)}~__ 1 sat- 
isfi'es 
o o  
Ir(k)l m < oe. (2.1) 
k = l  
Then x/~[Fn( 9 ) - F (  9 )] ~ W( 9 ) in ~ [ - o c ,  oo], where W( 9 ) is a mean- 
zero Gaussian process with covariance function 
c~ Jq(x )Jq(y )  r ( 0 ) + 2  rq(k) x , y  E IR (2.2) E ( W ( x ) r V 0 , ) )  = ~ q! , . 
q = m  = 
For x E IR and k E N, let rx(k) = E(Dx(Z1 )Dx(Zk+l)), where Dx( 9 ) is as 
in (1.4). Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 5 of Giraitis and Surgailis [7], 
it can be shown that if r(n) ---+ O, then condition (2.1) is equivalent to the 
condition: 
oo 
[rx(k)[ < oc for every x E IR. (2.3) 
k = l  
Indeed, by Mehler's classical formula for the Hermite expansion of a bivariate 
normal density, 
E( t~ l (Z j )Hq(Zk) )=CSlq l [ r l ( j - k ) ,  j , k , l ,  q E N ,  k < j ,  (2.4) 
where 6lq is Kroneeker's delta, and by (1.4) this implies that 
rx(k) = rmx(k) ~ rq-m~(k), x E IR, k E {0, 1,2,. . .},  (2.5) 
q ~ m x  
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where mx := m(Dx). 
[J2x(x) 
I~(k)lm~ L rex! 
Since ~7=~xJ~(x)/q! 
yields 
Imk(x)l < 1 JZ(x)  
= 2  mxI 
~ J2(x)rq-mx(k)/q!, Thus, setting Mk(x) := q=mx+l 
F ] ]Mk(x)l] < Irx(k)[ < lr(k)l mx k rex! + ]Mk(x)l 
= rx(O) < oc and m~ > m, the condition that r(n)---+ 0 
2 
and so r(k) J 2 rex! = < Irx(k)l = < Ir(k)lm~ J2x(x)mx! 
for each x ~ 1R if k is sufficiently large. Substituting an x0 in (1.5) for which 
mxo = m(Dxo) = m, we see that (2.3) implies (2.1). The reverse implication is 
trivial. 
So, condition (2.1) of the theorem, a necessary condition for W(-  ) to 
be well defined, can be stated without referring to the rank m of the family 
{Dx( 9 ): x 6 IR}. It is just the summability of the covariances of the terms in 
the representation of n[Fn( 9 ) -  F( 9 )] from (1.3). However, the introduction 
of the Hermite rank is useful: it will play an important role in the proof. On 
the other hand, it is equally important to see that the value of m does not enter 
in the form of the limiting process in contrast to the same estimation problem 
under long-range dependence, that is, as in the limiting process of Dehling 
and Yaqqu [3] described above. It is also obvious from the equivalence of the 
conditions (2.1) and (2.3) that condition (2.1) is equivalent to the condition 
that ~o~ k=l [rxo(k)l < oc, where x0 is such that m(Dxo) = m, provided r(n) --* O. 
By (1.4) and (2.4), E(Dx(Z1)Dy(Z1))= m i n { F ( x ) , F ( y ) } -  F(x)F(y)  and 
E(Dx(Z1)Dy(Zk+I)) ~ Jq(x)Jq(Y)rq(k), x ,y,C IR, k E {0,1,2 . . . .  }, 
q=m q! 
(2.6) 
extending (2.5). Hence, setting dx( .  ) : = I { .  < x } - F ( x ) ,  the covariance 
function (2.2) of the process W( 9 ) can be written as 
E(VC(x)W(y)) 
= E(Dx(Z1 )Dy(Z1 )) § 2 ~ E(Dx(ZI )Dy(Zk+l )) 
k-I 
O O  
= E(Dx(Z1 )Dy(Z1 )) § ~ [E(Dx(Zl )Dy(Zk+ 1 )) § E(Dy(Zl )Dx(Zk+l ))] 
k=l 
= E(ax(X 1 )dy(X1 )) § ~ [E(dx(XI )dy(Yk+l )) § E(ay(Yl )dx(Yk+l ))] 
k-1 
(2.7) 
for all x, y ~ IR. Thus the limiting process of the theorem coincides with 
the limiting process of the empirical process when certain mixing conditions 
are stipulated for the underlying stationary sequence, as in Theorem 22.1 of 
Billingsley [1], Sen [9] and Deo [4]. 
X, oo Let ~b( 9 ) be the standard normal distribution function. If { k}k=i is an 
arbitrary stationary sequence with a continuous and strictly increasing marginal 
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distribution function F (  9 ), then Xk = G(Z; ) ,  where G( 9 ) = F - I ( ~ (  9 )) and 
Z; = qs-l(F(gk)) is a standard normal random variable for each k E N.  How- 
ever, { Z ; } ~ I  is not necessarily a Gaussian process. This indicates that our 
X~ o~ assumption for { x}k=l to be subordinated to a Gaussian sequence {Zk}~=l by 
instantaneous transformations, as required in (1.2), is a substantial restriction 
in the class of  all strictly stationary sequences. 
In view of  (2.7), Corollary 1 of  Yu [12] proves the statement of  the 
theorem above for a stationary associated sequence { k}x=l such that F (  9 ) 
has a bounded density and Eff=l kl3/2+fe~ 1 ) < OQ for some 6 > 0. 
(See Yu ' s  paper for the definition of  association and for references to pre- 
vious results for associated sequences.) The two results can be compared 
Z o~ when G(x) = x for all x E IR and { k}k=l is a Gaussian sequence as in (1.1) 
such that r(k) >= 0 for all k E N ,  for in this case the sequence is associ- 
ated as proved by Pitt [8]. Since m = 1, our condition is E ~ r(k) < 0% k=l 
while Yu ' s  condition is ~ - 1  k13/2+6r(k) < cx~ for some ~ > 0. (For a Gaus- 
sian sequence we do not need r( 9 ) to have the same sign; the result holds 
whenever Eo~ k=l Jr(k)[ < ~ .  This was also proved earlier by Gastwirth and 
Rubin [6].) 
We do not know whether the theorem remains true for a discontinuous 
F (  9 ). Our proof  breaks down in this case, and it is not even clear that a 
mean zero Gaussian process W( 9 ) with covariance function as in (2.7) has 
a version that is almost surely in ~ [ - o c ,  ec] for a discontinuous marginal 
distribution function F (  9 ). 
3 Proof  
First we state three lemmas required in proof. Using the Chebyshev inequal- 
ity, the first one of  these is obtained as a special case of  Theorem 4.2 in 
Billingsley [1]. 
e~ W, ec L e m m a  1 Let {Wn}n=l, { n,~},=a, G,  e > 0, and V be real random variables 
andsuppose that (i) W,,~ ~ G for every e > 0, (ii) sup{E((W~ - W~,~)2): n E 
N }  < e, and (iii) G ~ V as ~ --+ O. Then Wn ~ V. 
Let { k}k=l be a stationary sequence with marginal distribution that is uni- 
form on the interval [0, 1]. Introduce the corresponding "uniform" empirical 
processes 
•163 
c~~ v / ~ k = l [ I { g k  < u } - u ] ,  0 < u < 1, n c N ,  (3.1) 
and for any function f : [0, 1] ~-+ IR, consider its uniform modulus of  continuity 
w( f ,  6 ) : = s u p { l f ( t ) - f ( s )  I :s, t E  [0,1], I t - s l  _-< 6}, 0 < 6 < 1. 
L e m m a  2 1f for some positive constant C > 0, independent of  s, t and n E N,  
( t -s] 
E ( [ ~ n 0 ( t ) -  ~n0(S)] 4) ~ C t - s ) 3 / 2 - 4 -  , 0 < s < t < 1,  (3 .2)  
n 
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then for  each ~ > 0 and q > 0 there exist a 6 E (0, 1) and an no c N such 
that 
P{w(~~ > 8} < t 1 for  all n > no. (3.3) 
Furthermore, (3.3) implies that the sequence {e0( . )}~--1 is tight in 9[0, 1], 
and every subsequential limit o f  it is almost surely continuous. 
Proof  Since e ~  0 for every n E N, the second part of the lemma is 
only a restatement of Theorem 15.5 in Billingsley [1]. The proof of (3.3) 
parallels the second part of the proof of Theorem 22.1 in Billingsley [1] 
with a few changes. First, condition (3.2) implies Billingsley's condition 
(22.15) with the power 2 of ( t - s )  replaced by 3/2. This implies the 
validity of (22.16) there, with m2p 2 replaced by (mp) 3/2 and with 
K2 =2K~,3/2K1. For (22.21) to hold true, 6 > 0 is chosen such that 
K2~1/2/~ 5 < t l. [] 
Let lxJ := max {k E {0,1, 2, . . .}: k __< x} be the integer part of x >  0, 
so that ( x ) : = x - k x J  is its fractional part. The third lemma is a re- 
formulation of Lemma 4.5 of Taqqu [10]. The bound for the constant Kp 
is obtained by first expressing Taqqu's bound for it in the proof of his 
Lemma 4.5 itself by means of his Corollary 4.2 and then by 
applying the proof of his Proposition 3.1(ii) to the resulting expression. 
It is this bound for Kp that is important in our applications of the 
inequality. 
Lemma 3 (Yaqqu [10]). Let n, m > 1, p > 2 and q c {1 , . . . , p}  be integers, 
and suppose that R := max{Ir(k)l: 1 < k < n} < 1 / ( p -  1). I f  GI( 9 ) . . . . .  
G p ( .  ) are functions in ~2(lR,~o) such that at least q among them have 
Hermite rank greater than or equal to m, then 
1 <=nl,...,n p <=n 
q 
where the summation ~ extends over all different indices 1 < nl . . . . .  np < n 
and Kp < Rp[E(GZ(Z))...E(G2p(Z))] l/z, where Rp := 2P / [1 -  {(p-1)R}l /2]  p. 
Proof  o f  the Theorem. Put/}u( 9 ) := Gu( " ) - u := I { F  o G( 9 ) <= u} - u = 
t { F (G(  9 )) < u} - u  and, in analogy to (1.4), write the ~2(lR,~o) equations 
)Hk( / D ~ ( - ) = 0 u ( ' ) - u =  ~ Lk(u . ) ,  0 < u <  1 
k=m(lS~) k! - - ' 
( 3 . 4 )  
where m(/)u) C N is the Hermite rank of/}u( 9 ) and Lk(u) = E(Hk(Z)f)u(Z)) 
= E(Hk(Z)G,~(Z)). Define x + = sup{y: F ( y )  = F(x)}, x c IR, and note that 
Gx(Z) = I {G(Z)  <= x} = Gx+(Z) almost surely. The continuity of F and the 
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definition of  x + imply that G x + ( ' ) = I { G ( ' )  < x  + } = I { F ( G ( . ) )  < 
F(x+)}  = I{F(G( 9 )) < F(x)}  = GF(x)( 9 ) for all x 9 IR. Thus Gx(Z) = 
GF(x)(Z) almost surely for each x 9 ~ .  From the definition of  the coeffi- 
cients Lk( .  ) we see, therefore, that Lk(F(x) )= Jk(X) for all x 9 IR and 
k 9 {0, 1,2, . . .}.  Moreover, min{m(/)u( 9 )):  0 < u < 1} = m. 
Setting X := G(Z), by the continuity of  F the variable U := F o G(Z) = 
F(G(Z))  = F(X)  is uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Using the terminology at 
(1.5), this means that the Hermite ranks of  the families {/3,( - ) 0 < u _< 1} 
and {Dx( .  ): x 9 IR} are the same. Also, for the uniform empirical pro- 
cesses a 0 ( .  ) of  (3.1) based on the sequence {Uk = F(Xk)=  F(G(Zk))}~=I 
we have the equality c~,(. ) =  ~ ~  )) almost surely, where c~,(. ) : =  
v/-n[F,( 9 ) -  F (  9 )] is the general empirical process in the statement of  the 
theorem. Suppose now that 
c o ( .  ) ~ w O ( . )  in ~[0 ,1]  and P {W ~ 1 4 9  (3.5) 
where W~ 9 ), defined on [0, 1], is that case of  the limiting process W( 9 ) 
when the transforming ftmction G( 9 ) is replaced by F o G( 9 ) = F(G( 9 )). 
In other words, W~ 9 ) is a mean-zero Gaussian bridge on [0, 1], satisfying 
W~ = 0 = W~ almost surely, with 
E(WO(u)WO(v) ) = Lq(u)Lq(v) r(O) + 2  rq(k) 
q=m q! 
(3.6) 
for all 0 __< u, v < 1. Let h : @[0, 1] H @ [ - o c ,  oc] be defined by h o f ( x )  :=  
f (F(x) ) ,  x E [ - o o ,  oc]; f E ~[0 ,  1]. Note that h( 9 ) is continuous on off[0, 1]. 
Thus if (3.5) holds, the continuous mapping theorem implies that ~~ 9 )) --+ 
W~ 9 )) in @ [ - o c ,  oe]. Furthermore, since Lk(F(x)) = Jk(x) for x E IR and 
k E {0, 1,2, . . .} ,  we see that the mean-zero Gaussian processes {W~ 
x E IR} and {W(x): x E IR} have the same covariance function, and hence the 
same distribution. Thus, it suffices to prove (3.5) in the set-up (3.4) and (3.6), 
using condition (2.1). 
Fix u E [0, 1], and let e > 0 be arbitrary. By the obvious analogue of  
(2.6) f o r / } , (  9 ), resulting through (3.4), we see that u(1 - u) = E(Du(Z))-2 = 
oo 2 T Eq=mLq(u)/q.. Hence by condition (2.1) there exists an Me E N such 
that 
L2(u) e 
< and limM~ = co .  
= 2 q=M~+l q! ~-~k=0 Ir(k)[ m ~+o 
For all small enough e > 0 to make M~ > m, set 
1 ~ ~ Lo(u) 
)_s ~-v " Hq(Zk) Wn := o~O(u) = ~ k=l q=m q. 
and 
w . , ~ ( u )  :--  ~ = = , ( z k )  
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Using (2.4) and the fact that Jr(k)[ ~ 1 for all k E N,  for W,,, := W,,~(u) we 
have 
E((Wn - Wn, e) 2) = E 
q=M~+l q! r(O) + 2 n -n 
< 2  ~ q! ~ [r(k)l m < 
q=Ms + l k=O 
for all n E N.  This means that condition (ii) o f  Lemma 1 is satisfied. Let V~ be 
2 M~ 2 a mean-zero normal random variable with variance a t : =  ~q=mLq(u){r(O)+ 
2 oo 2 cxD 2 Z~176 rq(k)}/q!. Since a t -+ ~q=mLq(u)(r(O) + 2 Ek= 1 rq(k)}/q[ as e $ 0 by 
the very last inequality, we have V~ ~ W~ =: V as e ~ 0, that is, condition 
(iii) o f  Lemma 1 is also satisfied. Furthermore, since by condition (2.1) and 
Kronecker 's  lemma, E~=I klr(k)lq/n -+ 0 for every q >= m, we also have 
Var(W~,~) 
for ,l  0 = E ( w  L )  = . ~(0) + E= + , ~  
Hence, in view of  Lemma 1, the desired convergence c~~ ~ W~ for any 
fixed u E [0, 1], will follow if we show that Wn,~(u) converges in distribution 
to some normal random variable for each e > 0 as above. 
By the same token, since by (2.1), for each e > 0 as above, we have 
Me Lq(u)Lq(v) r(O) + 2 ~ rq(k) E(W.,~(u)W.,~(v)) = ~ q! 
q=m k=l  
-+ ~ q! r(O)+ 2 rq(k , 0 <-<_ u,v <= 1, 
q=m k=l  
the desired convergence 0 0 (7n(ul), . . . ,  cqj(ud)) ( W~ ) , . . . ,  WO(ud)) will fol- 
low for any given (ul , . . . ,ud)  C [0, 1] a, d C N,  if  we show that (W~,~(Ul) . . . .  , 
W,,~(ua)) has a d-variate normal limiting distribution. This, in turn, will follow 
by the Cram6r-Wold device [1, p. 49] if  the random variable 
2 bjVe.,~(uj) : Hq(Zk) : 2 cqS(#) 
j = l  ~ J = = 9 q=m 
has a limiting normal distribution for every fixed vector ( b l , . . . , b e ) E  1R d, 
where Cq := ~ja.= l bjLq(uj)/q! and S(~ q) := N~,_IHq(Zk)/V/-B. But this follows 
from Theorem 1 of  Breuer and Major [2] or from Theorem 5 of  Giraitis and 
Surgailis [7]. Hence the finite-dimensional distributions of  {ct~ 9 )} converge 
to those of  the process W~ 9 ). 
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The proof  o f  (3.5) will now be complete by an application o f  the second 
statement o f  Lemma 2 and a standard weak-convergence argument, if  we show 
that (3.3) holds for ~o( . ). Keeping the first statement o f  Lemma 2 in mind, 
we first show that (3.2) holds under the additional condition that Ir(k)l < R 
for all k c N for some 0 < R < 1/3. 
The inequality in (3.2) is true when s = t and when s = 0 and t = 1. Fix 
any points 0 < s < t =< 1, (s,t)=t=(O, 1), and define T(x)  :=  T~,t(x) :=- ff)t(x) - 
/)~(x) = Gt(x) - Gs(x) - (t - s), x E ]R, so that condition (3.2) is equivalent to 
14) E Zs, t(Zk) ~ C[n2(t - s)  3/2 -]- n(t - s ) ] .  (3.7) 
k=l 
On the other hand, [E~= 1 T(Zk)] 4 = ~4= 1 Si., where, writing Tk( 9 ) :=  
c N, 
Sin :~- ~ T4(Zj) ,  
j=l 
$2~ :=  3 ~ '  T2(Z.I )T2(Zn2 ) + 4 ~'~' T3(Z~I )T(Zn2 ) ,  
1 _-<hi,n2 < n  1 _-<hi ,n2 < n  
$3. :=  6 ~ '  T2(Z.~ )T(Znz)T(Z. 3 ) ,  
l <n 1,n2,n 3 <=n 
E' S4n : :  T(Zn 1 )T(Zn 2 )T(Zn 3 )T(Zn 4 ) 
i <ni,n2,n3,n 4 <=n 
and where the summation ~ extends over all different indices that are indicated. 
Setting K :=  ~ = 1  ]r(k)] m, finite by (2.1), noting that 0 < R2, R3, R4 < 
for the constants in Lemma 3 by the present side condition that 0 < R < 1/3, 
and observing that the rank m(T)  = m(Ts, t) > m by the conditions on (s, t) and 
finally that E(T2(Z))  = E(T2t(Z))  =- E([ I{U ~ t} - I { U  < s} - (t - s)] 2) = 
(t - s){1 - (t - s)} < t - s and - ( t  - s) < T(x) = Ts, t(x) <- 1 - (t - s) for 
all x C ]R, so that IT(Z)[ < 1 and E(T4(Z))  < E(T2(Z))  < t - s ,  Lemma 3 
gives 
]E(S4n)[ ~ K4/2K4n 4-4/2 <= K2R4n2[E(T2(Z))] 2 ~ K 2 R 4 n 2 ( t -  s) 2 
K2R4n2(t - s)3/2 
and 
]E(S3n)I =< 6K2/2K3n 3-2/2 <= 6KR3n2[E(T4(Z))]I/ZE(T2(Z)) 
< 6K R3n2(t - s) 3/z . 
Since, noticing that E(I{s  < Uj, Uk < t}) = E([Gt(Zj) - Gs(Zj)] [Gt(Zk) - 
Gs(Zk)]) ---- E(T(Zj )T(Zk) )  + (t - s )  2, if j q= k we have 
F,(T2(Zj)T2(Zk)) 
= E([I{s < uj __< t } -  ( t -  s)]2[I{s < __< t } -  ( t -  s)] 2) 
= E(I{s  < Uy, Uk <= t})[1 - 2(t - s)] 2 
+ 2 ( t - s ) 3 [ 1  - 2 ( t - s ) ]  + ( t - s )  4 
< E( l { s  < Uj, Uk < t}) + 3(t -- s) 3 < E(T(Zj )T(Zk) )  + 4(t - s) 3/2 
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and 
]E(T3(Zj)T(Zk))I 
= IE([I{s < U: <__ t } -  ( t -  s)]3[I{s < gk < t} - ( t -  s)]) t 
= [E(I{s < Uj, Uk < t})[1 - 3(t - s) + 3(t - s)  2] 
- ( t  - s ) 2 1 1  - 3 ( t  - s )  + 3 ( t  - s ) 2 ] [  
< E(I{s < Uj, Uk < t}) + (t - s) 2 < E(T(Zj)T(Zk)) + 2(t - s) 3/2 , 





7 ~ '  IE(T(Znl )T(Zna ))t + 20n2( t - s )  3/2 
1 <nl,n 2 <n 
7K2/2K2n 2-2/2 + 20n2(t - -  S)3/2 
7K R2nE(T2(Z)) + 20n2(t - -  s )  3 / 2  
7KR2n(t - s) + 20n2(t - s )  3 / 2  . 
Finally, IE(Sln)] = nE(T4(Z)) < n ( t -  s). Collecting the bounds, we obtain 
(3.7). Hence, by the first statement of  Lemma 2, we have (3.3) under the 
additional condition that Jr(k)] < R for all k E N for some 0 < R < 1/3. 
Consider now the general case, and fix an R C (0, 1/3). Condition (2.1) 
implies that r(n)--+ O, so we can choose an no E N such that ]r(n)] < R 
if n = no. 
Suppose first that no = dn0 for some d E N.  We split UI , . . . ,  Un into no 
blocks in the following way: the first block is 1-71, Uno+l, U2no+b-.., U(:-l)no+l, 
the second block is U2, Uno+2, U2n0+2,..., U(:-l)n0+2 . . . .  , the last block is Uno, 
U2,0,--., U:no. Let c~0)( 9 ) denote the uniform empirical process based on the d 
variables in the j th  block, j = 1 , . . . ,  no. Since the indices of  each two elements 
in any block differ by at least no, the absolute value of  their covariance is not 
greater than R. Hence the first part of  the present tightness proof  applies to all 
of  (X(1)( " ~ ~ (nO)( J . . . .  , t ~ .  ): for each~  > O a n d q  > O t h e r e e x i s t a 6 = 3 ( e , t / ) C  
(0, l )  and an do = do(~,t/) ~ N such tha tP{w(a9 ,6  ) _>- e} __< t / for  all d ~ do 
and all j = 1 . . . . .  no. Since  V ~ g ~  9 ) = v / ~  ~ . ~  1 ~ ) (  9 ), this  implies 
P{w(e~ ,5)  > v ~ e } = P  w(c~,3) > no e < not/ for a l l d  > do. 
For a completely general n = d n o + i  with 0_< i - <  n o - 1  and d > do, we 
write 
1 dno 1 dno+i 
: ( . ) =  ~ 2 [i{vk =_< . } - . 1 +  ,/~ 2 [:{v~ <= . }  - . j ,  
k=l k;dno+l 
Since, for all u E [0, 1], the 
O G u G 1 .  
absolute value of  the second term is not greater 
than V/~-/:o, which in tum is not greater than v;ff~e if  we choose do > 1/82, 
which is permitted, we see that 
e{w( .  ~ 6) >= 2 v G ~ }  =< ~o~ for a l l ,  _-> : : o -  
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Hence  condi t ion (3.3)  o f  L e m m a  2 holds  in comple te  general i ty,  and this fact 
ful ly  establishes (3.5) and hence  the theorem. [] 
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